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--------------------------------------------------Jupiter

Main invisible nucleus of Jupiter is covered by giant clouds (visible atmosphere). Visible
atmosphere is surrounded by giant invisible outer atmosphere (H, He). The outer atmosphere
consists by light particles mainly. The light particles are in the stellar wind that are capturing
by gravitation of the giants. The thick clouds are strong evidence about a very fiery planet.
Huge anti-cyclone is the red spot and is formed by three atmospheric streams; there is huge
pressure on the planet’s invisible main nucleus, approximately 1000-1500 atmospheres.
Fiery gaseous streams from surface are moving rapidly to the upper layers of visible
atmosphere. Fiery gaseous admixtures are cooling and light admixtures can penetrate within
the upper layers. Jupiter has very moving inner clouds. The clouds create a lot of zone of high
pressure belts in between for chemical snowing, raining and evaporation. Deep atmosphere of
a giant is gaseous diffuser which sorts atoms by mass and chemical admixtures by density.
Each admixture into a giant atmosphere has own main zone of circulation (changing of
aggregation states). Circulation enormous admixtures form a lot of deep zones of thick
clouds: spots, cyclones, anticyclones, “curious” clouds. Of course surface of the inner
atmosphere has abundance of light admixtures. Lighter admixtures have more chance to
penetrate within upper layers. The hot chemical crystals within upward chemical streams
become cold. Hit between few streams produce well known red spot. The rest parts of clouds
avoid red spot and without changing aggregation condition continues its movement around

the Jupiter. Without atmosphere diameter of the Jupiter is approximately 88000 km.
Scientists decided that invisible nucleus of the Jupiter (D≈88000km) is nucleus of solid
(metallic) hydrogen.
When we know laws of universe we can explain everything. False Jupiter of the NASA is
very interesting. In the middle is solid layer of the hydrogen T - 260oC.
1. At he red-hot nucleus (+30000oC) is solid layer of the hydrogen
Unbelievable False!

T - 260oC. ???...

2. Within visible atmosphere between - 150oC and - 260oC … are huge circulation of inner
atmosphere streams???... Unbelievable False! …Into such diapason only few chemical
elements can be circulated. But we can see colors of almost all gaseous chemical admixtures.
Spacecraft discovered on the visible surface “warm” vortex??? Where did they come from?
3. 90% mass of Jupiter is Hydrogen and Helium???… Unbelievable False!
The atmosphere thickness on the equator is approximately 27500 km. Aggregation
changing between atmosphere layers of light admixtures produces chemical snowing and
chemical raining within high pressure belts and could not reach the surface of the invisible
nucleus. H2O as well as other chemical admixtures has own thermal circulation zone.
Circulating within own zone it can change liquid, gessoes and solid conditions. There is a
colossal atmosphere pressure on the fiery (~15000c) surface of planet. In these conditions main
masses of H2O and other admixtures almost can’t penetrate onto surface of the main invisible
nucleus as well as to the visible surface. Thus multi-stage separated atmosphere layers of the
Jupiter are simply fantastic and unbelievable for the modern knowledge.
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